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Abstract: Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) are extensively used for
connecting directly to grid sources. Permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) based WECS is coupled to both grid and machine through converters.
PMSG usually associated rectifiers with converters and voltage source converters
at machine side. In this work, PMSG associated rectifiers with converters are con-
sidered for analysis of grid stability. The proposed work used Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) based optimization methods for extraction of maximum
power within boundary condition in WECS operation using PMSG. This high-
tech optimization has MPPT controller for pitch angle controller (PAC) combines
with PSO optimized controllers for converter and grid power converters. PSO
produces noteworthy optimum coefficients ensuring competent MPPT operation
in PAC. Extensive simulation work has been carried out with power converter
for current controller of rotor and grid side current controller in MATLAB Simu-
link environment to assess the proposed system performance in terms output vol-
tage, output current, maximum power extraction. Energy and efficiency of the
system when the PMSG based WECS energy injected into the electric grid. To
prove the efficiency of the proposed method, the performances have been com-
pared with and Bacteria foraging Algorithm (BFOA). Subsequently, it is evident
that proposed PSO based method subsidizes maximum efficiency of MPPT con-
troller by extracting maximum power compared to other conventional techniques.

Keywords: Wind turbine; PMSG; MPPT controller; pulse width modulator; PSO;
BFOA

1 Introduction

Recently researcher has focused the research in harvesting electrical energy from renewable wind energy
sources due to the energy crisis across the world. Lot of converter topologies and controlling techniques are
proposed to harvest maximum power from the WECS and reduces the influence on the grid due to variable
wind speed [1]. This leads to implementation of power electronic components and interfaces equipped
variable speed wind turbines for WECS. Permanent magnet synchronous generator or doubly fed
induction generators are extensively employed in wind turbines with variable speed [2]. Out of this,
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PMSG a direct drive, has gained popularity due to its advantage of increased energy conversion efficiency
accompanied with slow speed, no rotor current and exclusion of gear box and excitation system [2], and also
along with MPPT, it gained high capability to operate at high power factor with less maintenance cost [3]. In
WECS, ac to dc, a rotor side converter (RSCON) and dc to ac, a grid side converter (GSCON) are used to
connect PMSG to the grid [4]. Back-to-back voltage source converter (VSC) with pulse width modulator
(PWM) or bridge type rectifier along with boost converter can be used for RSCON whereas for GSCON
uses only VSC. RSCON rectifies the PMSG changing alternating current (AC) output voltage to direct
current (DC) voltage, further converted to regulate DC by boost converter which is suitable for GSCON.
For extraction of maximum energy from available wind energy, boost converter regulates the rotational
speed or active power of generator. GSCON performs the functionalities like controlling dc link voltage,
transferring RSCON active power to grid, and regulating reactive power exchange of WECS to grid [5].

To improve theWECS, a continuous revolution is going in wind conversion technology which results in tough
issue in inverter design, which is addressed by controllers [6]. Issues related to WECS and subsynchronous, low-
frequency oscillation and its damping, and subsynchronous control interaction for PMSG based WECS were
discussed in [7]. By controlled RSCON DC voltage in MPPT mode, an optimal relationship was established
between DC link voltage and current [8]. [9–13] addressed the sensorless maximum power generation using
small-sized wind turbines for PMSG based WECS. Most of the researchers concentrated on maximum energy
conversion from wind energy [14], The dynamics of DC control voltage in WECS arise during grid
connectivity was analyzed [15,16] and controlling both active and reactive power [17]. Even though constant
speed WECS are simple in design suffers from low efficiency as operation is limited to narrow wind speed limit
[18]. Generally, in nature the wind is a random phenomenon, the power of wind turbine is always fluctuating
[19] and each wind speed demands distinct operating point for maximum energy conversion. As a result, MPPT
algorithm must be operated between cut-in speed and rated speed for maximum power tracking. This is
achieved by two steps in literature namely, identification of optimal operating point by evolutionary algorithm,
and designing of controllers to operate at this optimal point for maximum energy conversion. This approach has
its own effect in overall efficiency and hence a vast research has been caried out.

Classic PI and PID controllers are used to enhance the MPPT dynamic performance by proper choosing
controller gain values with optimization techniques [20]. These methods are not adequate to address the
nonlinearity characteristics behaviors of wind turbine aerodynamics, wind flow and power converters [21].
Therefore, some of the more advanced methods, for instance, Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) [22], back-stepping
[23] and different sliding mode control (SMC) techniques [14,24] have been used in the WECS by researchers.
In this study, fast terminal sliding mode controller (FTSMC), which is capable of fast convergence and better
performance by removing the disadvantages of conventional SMC [25], is designed as a voltage regulator to
generate the switching signal of power converter for bringing the system into the operating point determined by
MPPT method. Either new, modified, or hybrid, various MPPT methods have been proposed in the literature.
However, they have their own merit and demerits in terms of requirement of mechanical sensor and
preliminary information, process load, complexity and convergence speed [26,27]. The most common methods
are hill-climbing search (HCS) [28], incremental conductance (INC), optimal torque control (OTC) [29], tip
speed ratio (TSR) [30], power signal feedback (PSF) and optimal relation based (ORB) method [31].

Maximum energy conversion from variable wind speed was achieved by MPPT in PMSG based WECS
assisted by neural network [32], fractional order incremental conductance [9] and in [13], two controllers
were used for MPPT for harvesting maximum energy in PMSG based solar energy system. Simultaneous
control of fault for MMPT was achieved by passivity-based feedback control [14], predictive control for
low voltage ride-through [10] and Diode rectifier associated with booster in PMSG based WECS with
grid connection sliding-mode control [33].

The performance analysis of PMSG based WECS operation was carried for wind and load variation
[12]. The literatures related to analysis has addressed only certain issues related to control scheme of
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PMSG based WECS with grid connection necessitates the accurate analytical work for design the controller
for MPPT and enhance the wind turbine performance. In this work, modeling of wind turbine, PMSG and
detailed controller design for RSCON and GSCON are done to depict the efficiency of PMSG assisted
with MPPT for PAC controller. The control strategies also include pitch angle control to improve MPPT
performance, inverter control for generator-side and grid-side which adopts back-to-back space vector
PWM of MPPT as well as decoupling control of the active and reactive power by adjusting the current of
d-axis and q-axis of their side inverters. Furthermore, PSO based PI controller for RSCON and GSCON
are used to improve the control strategy. The impact of PAC of PMSG dc-linkcapacitor, RSCON and
GSCON voltages are assessed.

This paper implemented PSO to regulated active and reactive power of wind turbine. The first part of this
paper discussed about the introduction of PMSG based WECS. In section of modeling of wind turbine, PMSG
and detailed controller design for RSCON and GSCON, pitch angle control for MPPT, inverter control for
generator-side and grid-side are discussed. In Section 3, PSO and BFOA based optimized control schemes
are elaborated the controlling technique of output voltage. Section 4 deals with simulation and analysis the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme with BFOA results. Finally, Section 5, concludes the paper.

2 Modeling and Control of WECS Configuration

PMSG basedWECS topology model and control strategy used in this work is shown in Fig. 1. Modeling
of physical system includes PMSG based wind turbine modeling, and GSCON modeling. RSCON, GSCON
and pitch angle controller (PAC) modeling.

Figure 1: PMSG based WECS under study. (a) Topology (b) Control strategy
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Both RSCON and GSCON are two level-controlled voltage source converters (VSC) which make use of
back-to-back space PWM to improve MPPT, and by adjusting d and q axes current, which decouples control
of active and reactive power. To enhance the performance of controller, PSO based PI controller is
implemented.

2.1 Modeling of Wind Turbine

Conversion of wind power (Pwind) to mechanical torque (Tmech) is carried out by wind turbine. Eq. (1) is
used to calculate the extracted wind power (Pextract) from the wind having the velocity (Vwind) whereas Eq. (2)
is used to calculate Tmech. It is evident that Tmech instantaneous value is a function of wind velocity. These
formulas are evident that the instantaneous values of the performance, respectively, of the mechanical torque,
are dependent on the wind speed very much. On

Pextract ¼ 1

2
qAsweptV

3
windCpower �; hpitch

� �
(1)

Tmech ¼ 1

2
qAsweptV

2
windCpower �; hpitch

� �
(2)

where q is the density of air; Aswept is the swept area by turbine blade; � is the tip speed ratio is given by
Eq. (3); hpitch is the pitch angle and Cpower is the turbine power coefficient given by Eq. (4).

� ¼ xrotor Rblade

Vwind
(3)

where xrotor is the rotation speed of wind turbine rotor; Rblade is the radius of the wind turbine.

Cpower �; hpitch
� � ¼ 0:176

116

�i
� 0:4hpitch�5

� �
e
21
�i þ 0:0068� (4)

where �i is calculated using Eq. (5)

1

�i
¼ 1

� þ 0:08hpitch
� 0:035

hpitch
� �3 þ 1

� (5)

Fig. 2 gives the relationship prevailing between Cpower and � for different values of hpitch. It is evident
from graph the maximum value of Cpower is achieved when � is equal to �nom. Fig. 3 reveals that at particular
value of xrotor, alone attain the maximum value of Pextract provided hpitch is constant. To maximize the wind
power generation, the tip speed ratio must be kept as �nom.

Figure 2: Illustration of Cpower and �-Relationship
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Different control strategies are employed for different wind speed. If the wind speed higher than the cut
in speed of wind and lower than rated value, then the MPPTalgorithm maximize the Pextract by controlling the
xrotor with respect to �nom. If the wind speed higher than the rated value and lower than cut out speed of wind,
Pextract is controlled by hpitch to maintain output power constant near rated value [34].

2.2 Modeling of PMSG

The PMSG modeling is based on d-q axis coordinates of DC stator voltage and current. Eqs. (6)–(7)
represent the current flowing in stator winding along d-q axis.

disdaxis
dt

¼ �
�
Rstator

Ldaxis

�
isdaxis þ 1

Ldaxis
Vsdaxis þ xgen

Lqaxis

Ldaxis
isqaxis (6)

disqaxis
dt

¼ �
�
Rstator

Lqaxis

�
isqaxis þ 1

Lqaxis
Vsqaxis � xgen

�
Ldaxis

Lqaxis
isdaxisþ 1

Lqaxis
’flux

�
(7)

where Vsdaxis, Vsqaxis are stator voltages across d and q axis respectively; isdaxis and isqaxis are stator current in d
and q axis respectively; Ldaxis and Ldaxis are stator winding inductance along d and q axis respectively; xgen is
PMSG rotational speed and ’flux is the flux linkage. Eqs. (8)–(9) represent the stator voltage across d-q axis
of PMSG [35].

Vsdaxis ¼ Rstator isdaxis þ Ldaxis
disdaxis
dt

� xgenLqaxisisqaxis (8)

Vsqaxis ¼ Rstator isqaxis þ Lqaxis
disqaxis
dt

þ xgenLdaxisisdaxis þ xgen’flux (9)

The electromagnetic torque produced by PMSG is given by Eq. (10).

Telectrical ¼ 3

2
p½’fluxisqaxisþ Ldaxis�Lqaxis

� �
isdaxisisqaxis� (10)

where p is the number of pole pairs.

When the wind speed Vwind exceed the rated value, the reference output power is kept as 1 pu. If Vwind is
less the rated value and greater than cut in speed, then reference active power is given by Eq. (11) and it
becomes worthwhile for wind speed ranging from 5 ~ 12 m/s.

Figure 3: Illustration of Pextract and xrotor–Relationship (a) hpitch¼ 0 degrees, (b) hpitch¼ 3 degrees
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P�g ¼ 0:1848Vwind � 1:129 (11)

2.3 RSCON Controller

The function of RSCON is the maximum conversion of wind energy to electrical power. It is evident
from Eq. (10), that to control Telectrical, isqaxis is controlled by keeping isdaxis as zero. Maximum power
conversion is ensured when the rotation of wind turbine is kept at optimum value, and it is calculated
using Eq. (12).

xrotor ref ¼�nomVwind

Rblade
(12)

where xrotor ref is the reference value of blade angular velocity; �nom is the optimum tip speed ratio.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of RSCON controller. The error between xrotor ref and xrotor is
generated through MPPT [36] which is used PI controller 1 (PI-1) to generate isqaxis ref component which
is further give to space vector pulse width modulation (SV-PWM) by keeping isdaxis ref component as
zero. The power factor of PMSG is controlled using SV-PWM with feed forward voltage compensation.

2.4 Modeling of GSCON

Modeling of GSCON includes DC link capacitor and 3 phase voltage source converters. Eqs. (13), (14)
represents the voltage balance equation across the filter along d-q axis [37].

VdGSCON ¼ Rfilter idaxis þ Lfilter
didaxis
dt

� xgridLfilteriqaxisþVd comm (13)

VqGSCON ¼ Rfilter iqaxis þ Lfilter
diqaxis
dt

þ xgridLfilteridaxisþVq comm (14)

where xgrid is grid voltage angular frequency; VdGSCON and VqGSCON are GSCON output voltage along d-q
axis respectively; Vd comm and Vq comm are common point at coupling along d-q axis respectively; Rfilter and
Lfilter resistance and inductance of grid filter respectively; idaxis and iqaxis current delivered from GSCON to
power grid along d-q axis respectively.

The instantaneous real and reactive power injected from GSCON to utility grid has direct dependence on
idaxis and iqaxis and are calculated using Eqs. (15) and (16).

Figure 4: Schematic Diagram of RSCON Controller
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pgrid ¼ Vd commidaxis þ Vq commiqaxis ¼ Vd commidaxis (15)

qgrid ¼ Vq commidaxis � Vd commiqaxis ¼ �Vd commiqaxis (16)

and the steady state real and reactive power injected from GSCON to utility grid has direct dependence on
VdGSCONand VqGSCON are calculated using Eqs. (17) and (18) [3].

Pgrid ¼ VqVqGSCON

Xfilter
(17)

Qgrid ¼
VdðVdGSCON � VdÞ

Xfilter
(18)

where Xfilter is the filter reactance.

2.4.1 GSCON Controller
GSCON controller serves two purposes namely maintaining stable DC link voltage [38] and controlling

active and reactive power [39]. Using Eqs. (13) and (14), the values of idaxis and iqaxis can be used to moderate
the real and reactive power.

Like RSCON controller, in GSCON also PI controller 2 (PI-2) controls the inner current loop. The error
signal between Vdc and Vdc ref is used to produce idaxis ref by PI-2 which is shown in Fig. 5. The value of iqaxis
is set to zero for decoupling the active and reactive power by moderating idaxis and iqaxis.

3 Optimization Algorithms

3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

In this section, PSO a population search algorithm is used as an optimization tool in which individual’s
particles varies its state with respect to time in multi-dimensional search space. In each iteration, every
particle achieves particlebest from its experience and tries to achieve globalbest by interacting with
neighbor best position. Each PSO particle matches with new position values whose dimension equals to
the number of parameters to be optimized. Tradeoff between exploration and exploitation is assured
through particlebest and globalbest values of every particle.

This particle makes use of velocity concept for updation and modified velocity at each iteration is given
by Eq. (19) and position of each particle is updated using Eq. (20).

Figure 5: Schematic Diagram of GSCON Controller
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velnþ1 ¼ m � veln þ a1 � rand � particlebest � ynð Þ þ a2 � rand � ðglobalbest�ynÞ (19)

ynþ1 ¼ yn þ velnþ1; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .N (20)

where veln, yn are current velocity and searching point respectively; velnþ1, ynþ1 are modified velocity and
searching point respectively; m is the inertial weight; a1 and a2 are constant; rand is the random number
rand 2 0; 1ð Þ; particlebest is the best solution of particular particle; globalbest is the best solution of all
particles.

The inertia weight used in this work is given by Eq. (21) [40].

m nð Þ ¼ mmax � mmax �mmin

N

� �
þ n (21)

where N is the total number of iterations; mmaxand mmin are maximum and minimum value of inertial weight.
The value chosen for mmax; and mmin values are 0.9 and 0.4 respectively, a1and a2 values usually range
between 1 to 2 and in this work, it is taken as 2 [41]. Fig. 6 shows the PSO based approach to find
optimal gain parameters of PI controller. The PMSG based WECS performance varies with the controller
gain parameters and the optimum value is judges integral square error (ISE) which is given by Eq. (22)
has been taken as objective function. The PSO based approach for optimal gain parameters of PI
controller is shown in Fig. 6

ISE ¼
Z 1

0
eð Þ2 tð Þ:dt (22)

3.2 Bacterial Foraging Algorithm

A prokaryotic unicellular Echerichia coli (E.coli) bacteria’s food combing and foraging behavior, is
evaluated as optimization algorithm, known as the bacterial foraging (BFOA) algorithm, introduced by
Passino [42]. Size of chemotactic step is varied on each run depending on fitness value. In general, the
algorithm not only believes the chemotactical plan. In continuation to that, their behaviors depend on
elimination and dispersal, reproduction, and swarm.

Figure 6: PSO based approach to find optimal gain parameters of PI controller
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4 Simulation Results and Discussion

The PMSG based WECS simulation work has been carried out in MATLAB 2020b is used to simulate
this system design in Fig. 1. The wind turbine in PMSG based WECS provide the optimum wind speed as
reference quantity to control management by obtaining the wind speed. The parameters used in this work for
design consideration are listed in Tab. 1.

The initial values of all system values are set to zero. The parameter used in PSO and BFOA for finding
optimal parameters are listed in Tab. 2. ThroughMPPT, PAC produces �nom as 8, and Cpower as 0.4 at Vwind of
12 m/s. GSCON is modelled for 1200 V dc link voltage with DC-link capacitor value as 15000 µF. PMSG
based WECS with PSO control produces a grid line voltage of 900 V.

Table 1: Simulation parameters of PMSG based WECS

Design parameter Values Design
parameter

Values Design parameter Values

PMSG Wind turbine Others

Rated stator voltage 5 kV Rated power 2 MW Grid line voltage 900 V

Rated stator frequency 50 Hz Blades radius 35 m DC-link voltage 1200 V

Rated rotor torque 450 Nm �nom 8 DC-link capacitor 15000 mF

Stator resistance 0.01 Ω/
phase

Cpower 0.4 Frequency 50 Hz

Armature inductance-d
axis

5.5 mH Air density 1.225 kg/
m3

Transformer output
voltage

12 KV

Armature inductance-q
axis

3.75 mH Cut-in wind
speed

3 m/s

No of poles 56 Rated wind
speed
Cut-out wind
speed

12 m/s
25 m/s

Table 2: Parameters used for PSO and BFO Algorithm

PSO BFO

Parameters Values Parameters Values

The inertia weight (mmax;mmin) [0.9,0.4] Number of bacteria (s) 20

The acceleration constant (a; a2) 2, 2 Number of chemotactic steps (Nc) 10

Particle velocity (Vel) [0–8] Swimming length (Ns) 10

Number of particles (N) 15 Number of reproduction steps (Nre) 4

Number of Generations (NG) 100 Number of eliminations of dispersal events (Ned) 2

Number of chromosomes (Nc) 60 Depth of attractant (dattract) 0.1

Crossover probability (Pc) 0.5 Width of attractant (Wattract) 0.2

Mutation probability (Pm) 0.1 Height of repellent (hrepellent) 0.15

Width of repellent (Wrepellent) 0.1
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To evaluate the performance of PMSG based wind turbine in WECS with PSO control strategy four
different cases are considered. Case (i) Constant wind with Vwind at 12 m/s and hpitch ¼ 0�. Case (ii)
Constant wind with Vwind at 12 m/s and hpitch ¼ 3�. Case (iii) Step variation in windwith Vwind at 6 m/s
for 1 s and 12 m/s and hpitch ¼ 0�. Case (iv) Step variation in wind with Vwind at 6 m/s for 1 s and 12 m/s
and hpitch ¼ 3�.

4.1 Case (i)-Simulation Results

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of speed, torque, stator voltage and current of PMSG in WECS.

Fig. 8 shows the dc link voltage waveform, modulated output voltage and 3 phase outputs fed to grid.
From result it is evident that PMSG in WECS gives stabilized output without any fluctuation. Fig. 9 shows
the modulation index and output current wave forms PMSG bases WECS for case (i).

4.2 Case (ii)-Simulation Results

Fig. 10 shows the simulation results of speed, torque, stator voltage and current of PMSG in WECS for
case (ii). Disturbance arises at 1 s due to change in wind speed.

Figure 7: Performance Curves of PMSG in WECS for Case (i) (a) Mechanical Characteristics (b) Electrical
Characteristics

Figure 8: GSCON Performance curves of PMSG in WECS for Case (i)
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Fig. 11 shows the dc link voltage waveform, modulated output voltage and 3 phase outputs fed to grid.
There is a fluctuation in wind velocity at 1 s, GSCON makes it control to produce stabilized results. From
result it is evident that PMSG in WECS gives stabilized output without any fluctuation. Fig. 12 shows the
modulation index and output current wave forms PMSG bases WECS for case (ii).

Figure 9: Modulating signal of GSCON and output current fed to grid for Case (i)

Figure 10: Performance curves of PMSG in WECS for case (ii) (a) Mechanical characteristics (b) Electrical
characteristics

Figure 11: GSCON performance curves of PMSG in WECS for case (ii)
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4.3 Case (iii)-Simulation Results

Fig. 13 shows the simulation results of speed, torque, stator voltage and current of PMSG in WECS for
case (iii). Fig. 14 shows the dc link voltage waveform, modulated output voltage and 3 phase outputs fed to
grid. From result it is evident that PMSG in WECS gives stabilized output without any fluctuation. Fig. 15
shows the modulation index and output current wave forms PMSG bases WECS for case (iii).

Figure 12: Modulating signal of GSCON and output current fed to grid for case (ii)

Figure 13: Performance curves of PMSG inWECS for case (iii) (a) Mechanical characteristics (b) Electrical
characteristics

Figure 14: GSCON performance curves of PMSG in WECS for case (iii)
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4.4 Case (iv)-Simulation Results

Fig. 16 shows the simulation results of speed, torque, stator voltage and current of PMSG in WECS for
case (iv). Similar to case (ii), wind speed varies at 1s. with GSCON, the output waveforms are regulated.

Fig. 17 shows the dc link voltage waveform, modulated output voltage and 3 phase outputs fed to grid.
From result it is evident that PMSG in WECS gives stabilized output without any fluctuation. Fig. 18 shows
the modulation index and output current wave forms PMSG bases WECS for case (iv).

From simulation results, irrespective of changes in wind velocity the current through d axis is maintained
at zero level. Tab. 3 shows the controller gain values optimized by PSO/BFOA for RSCON and GSCON
controllers. With these gain values the PMSG based WECS able to deliver the stable output power to the
grid are rated voltage, frequency, and phase.

Besides, Tab. 4 provides the comparison of the data related to extracted average power, corresponding
energy and efficiency for the two optimization techniques namely PSO and BFOA. It is evident from the
table, the efficiency of PSO based optimization reaches a maximum of 98.28% for case (i) and also the
efficiency is higher for all the cases compared to BFOA. With the aid of this PSO based autonomous
control done through PAC, RSCON, and GSCON, PMSG based WECS to achieve the maximum efficiency.

Figure 15: Modulating signal of GSCON and output current fed to grid for case (iii)

Figure 16: Performance curves of PMSG inWECS for case (iv) (a) Mechanical characteristics (b) Electrical
characteristics
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Figure 17: GSCON performance curves of PMSG in WECS for case (iv)

Figure 18: Modulating signal of GSCON and output current fed to grid for case (iv)

Table 3: Comparison of PSO optimized Controller gain values for RSCON and GSCON

PSO BFOA

KP KI KP KI

Case (i) 0.4235 490.17 0.9058 78.8065

Case (ii) 0.8147 178.5835 0.9134 382.4443

Case (iii) 0.6324 242.6878 0.8575 457.8678

Case (iv) 0.5469 300.1402 0.6975 210.8806
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5 Conclusion

In this work, PMSG based WECS using PSO for optimization with MPPT and PI controllers are
modeled, designed and simulated the whole system to deliver power to grid in MATLAB Simulink 2020b
environment. PAC controller tracked by MPPT, RSCON and GSCON controller with optimum gain
parameters identified by PSO shows combined effect in achieving static and dynamic performance of
PMSG based WECS. The performance of the proposed system has been compared with BFOA based
system. The proposed model tracks the maximum power and operated the PMSG based wind turbine at
high efficiency. DC link voltage is also stable for active and reactive power decoupling, and grid supply
voltage and current are kept constant irrespective of change in wind velocity and pitch angle and thereby
guarantee the optimum power supply to grid.
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